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Determining your niche will help you define your audience (website readers and visitors). The more you define
who we are as a writer/blogger/content creator will also help you build your audience (whom you speak to
with your writing). Knowing your niche and determining your audience will, in turn, help you focus on the point
of view of your blog.

Audience consists of people based on age, gender, demographics, income, etc. 

Audience Examples 
If you have made the decision to focus on the niche of budget travel in Asia, you need to determine who wants
information about budget travel in Asia? 20-somethings or Boomers? 

If you have decided to focus on cruise travel, again you need to determine the types of people who are looking
for cruises. Diving in deeper -- are you covering all cruises? Because the person looking for a river cruise in
Europe isn't the same person looking for a weekend party cruise to Mexico.  

Why does Audience Matter?
Hoping every traveler will read your website or articles is a huge 'wish'. To build a loyal following of readers
and web visitors means understanding your audience. It means writing with your reader in mind. 

If your website niche is budget travel in Asia and you write an article about the best hostels in Thailand, it is in
line with your site,  For a budget Asia travel website your audience will be budget travelers who are most likely
under 30. These travelers will most likely be backpackers on a trip for several weeks or longer. 

Knowing what this traveler wants to know about Thailand is important. Do they want to know about the best
bars and happy hours or the best fine dining?

So, writing an article about the best 5-star restaurants in Thailand would not be serving your audience. In fact,
it might confuse them. 

Ideal Reader
(Audience)
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2. Write a 1 paragraph description of your Blog

My website/blog is about ___________________________________________________________________________
and focuses on ______________________________________________________________________________________
The mission of this website is to ______________________________________________________________________
My promise to my readers is to ______________________________________________________________________

(Worksheet)

1. Who is Your Audience?
Creating a persona or avatar of your perfect reader is a great way to visualize your audience. Creating one
person who represents your audience can help when you create new content and in making decisions about
the type of content to include on the site. 

Example: An online magazine devoted to outdoor adventure in all its forms, Adventure Journal covers
everything from anti-wolf laws in Idaho to reviews of an off-the-grid pump-house-turned-guesthouse in
Australia. We're particularly drawn to the adventure narratives and profiles of bad-ass travelers.

For more great examples check out this article on Huffington Post.

My ideal reader based on my niche:
Age: _______________________________________________________
Gender: ____________________________________________________
Country of residence: _______________________________________
Income: ____________________________________________________
Favorite type of travel: ______________________________________
How often he/she travels: ___________________________________
Average spent per trip: _____________________________________
Traveler or vacationer: ______________________________________
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